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Breaking trail, pushing deeper, riding hard and raising the bar for everyone after them,  
this issue is dedicated to those mountain women who go the distance, and then some. 



|  FEATURES  |

COAST MOUNTAIN EPIC
Thoughts pondered and lessons learned on a 2300KM ski tour 
from Squamish to Skagway during one of the stormiest winters 
in recent memory. Who needs experience when you’ve got your 
mom on the trip?

EPIC TRIP
Jump in the river with professional kayaker Carmen Kuntz as she 
flies across the pond to tackle the big rivers in Russia and work 
on a river restoration project in the mountains of Slovenia.  

|  DEPARTMENTS  |

BACKYARD: OCEAN TO PLATE
Nutritionist/Chef/Adventurer Taylor Godber boats and 
beachcombs the BC coast to catch/forage/unearth a wild feast. 
Spot prawns, salmon, sea asparagus and more.

BACKYARD: 100 MILES AND RUNNING
The Howe Sound Crest Trail in 6 hours? A quick hundred-miler 
before bed? And the internet still finds a way to objectify your ass? 
Ultramarathon and Trail runner Hilary Matheson on the life and 
good times of a Coast Mountain runner unleashed in the Himalaya.

MOUNTAIN LIFER: ACE MACKAY-SMITH
She’s our friend and regular contributor but it’s time Ace was 
recognized for the mountain Icon she is.  And the energy she 
puts into ensuring the kids know how to limbo, and dance in their 
ski boots on the bar.
   
YOUNGBLOODS & LEGENDS
A 15-year-old Squamish BMX champ who’s thinking seriously 
about Mountain Biking. The youngest person to summit Denali. 
Second-generation snowboard slayers and the local women who 
inspired them in an unbalanced industry. Because, “You can’t be 
who you can’t see.” 

PLUS: The world’s best outhouse, Waste as fuel, Collecting Experiences, 
mountain bike mayhem and photos so good you want to buy them dinner. 


